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copyright infringement. We will delete all of your Videos. This Website is Just Only for Downloading Movies.As an exercise device, the XCURVE® has been used for over twenty years to increase range of motion. It is the product of over ten years of R&D; and uses a unique
methodology to direct a user's natural use of the body's own force to strengthen and stretch muscles. Human Muscle receives its
mechanical stimulus from work being done against a resistance load. This resistance load produces the force that, in turn, the muscle must
overcome. Our muscles adapt to the work being done to make the muscle stronger and change its length. In order to strengthen a muscle,
we need to make it work harder. Therefore, we must add resistance to the load the muscle is working against, which means a larger
resistance force must be generated by our muscles. But if the stimulus for muscle strength is the work being done against a resistance load,
then the stimulus for muscle endurance is the work the muscle has to do over time. As the muscle fatigue from work against a resistance
load, the force required to overcome that resistance load gradually decreases, while the work the muscle has to do to overcome its own
muscle fatigue gradually increases. The X-CURVE® is unique in that it has a consistent pattern of rhythmic vibration that acts to fatigue a
muscle without adding a resistance load against which to work. In effect, the X-CURVE® allows muscle to be trained or stretched as an
endurance activity. It is the rhythmic vibration that causes muscle fatigue without creating a resistance load to work against. Over many
repetitions, a consistent vibration pattern leads to an endurance effect. The X-CURVE® mimics the natural human gait, and corrects many
of the flaws in body mechanics that create bad habits and injury. It is the ideal form of exercise for rehabilitation, strength training, and
stretching. The X-CURVE® will: Allow the user to exercise the muscles more effectively Increase muscle strength Increase the rate at which
a muscle's strength returns
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